
1 Ó Bhéal an Bhab - Cearc an Phrompa

1.1 Foclóiŕın

Prompa:
1. A rump. Especially the prominent rump of an animal.
2. The small lump of flesh at the bottom of a bird from which the tail feathers emerge.

Scŕıobaim: I scratch or scrape. Verbal noun: Scŕıobadh

Cnó: A nut. Both the edible kind and the metal kind.

Aer:
1. The air. Aer an tsaeil The pleasures of the world.
2. The sky.
3. The climate.

Anam (Genitive: Anama):
1. Soul
2. Life
Do ritheas i ndeireadh an anama/Do ritheas i ndeireadh m’anama I ran for my life.

Coileach: A rooster.

Gandal:
1. A goose.
2. Somebody who is difficult or awkward.

Lacha: A duck. Genitive: Lachan.

Rithim: I run. Rithim liom I run off/away.

Gliocas: Cleverness, cunning or ingenuity. Abstract noun of glic, meaning clever, cunning or
ingenious. More on the street-smart end of intelligent, as opposed to cliste which would be intel-
ligence coming from skill or knowledge.

Graidhin (b./f.): The word itself means affection, although it is only used in set phrases today.
Mo ghraidhin sibh Right you are!
Mo ghraidhin chróı é He is my darling, He is my heart’s love. The word can also be masculine
and so:
Mo ghraidhin cróı é.

Téan: A verb which is now defunct and used only in the imperative. The following forms
are the only ones used today:
Téanam: Let’s come along. (Rare)
Téanam ort (You) Come along.
Téanáıdh oraibh (You plural) Come along.

Streoille: A long straggling strip or line. Streoilĺın daoine A little straggling line of peo-
ple.
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Pruais (b.): A fox’s lair.

Thiar:
1. In the west.
2. At the back.

1.2 Gramadach:

1. Dá bar: A Corca Dhuibhne variant of Dá mba, there also exists the variant Dá ba.
Remember the conditional in Irish can either be the plain conditional or the conditional
pluperfect. So there can be two meanings to conditional sentences:
Dá mba gadhar é If it were a dog/If it had been a dog.

2. Dhá Chluais Notice the dual form of Cluas meaning ear. Dual forms are still common for
body parts, even among younger speakers. Older speakers or more conservative speakers
will also use the dual form with any feminine noun. Dhá fhuinneoig Two windows.

3. Ar bhun mo phrompa thiar a buaileadh é. It struck/hit my tail bump. Or more
literally: On my tail bump which it was struck.

Note the use of the past autonomous Buaileadh. This autonomous form denotes an ac-
tion without specifying who performed it. It is usally translated using a passive sentence:
Do buaileadh é It was struck.
However it would be more accurate to translate it as:
Do buaileadh é ”X” struck it. (With X some unknown/unmentioned person or thing.)

In traditional grammars this form of the verb is known as the briathar saor.

Usually the relative particle a (which/who) lenites the verb, however the autonomous forms
are not lenited in traditional grammar, although younger speakers may do so.
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